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ABSTRACT
The multilingualization of legal documents is desirable
for promoting the internationalization of the society.
Since it is vital to choose proper terms when trans-
lating legal documents, which include technical terms
and unique patterns, it is desirable to compile bilingual
dictionaries for each legal domain. Compiling basic
bilingual dictionaries for legal documents, however,
is a difficult task because of the great range of legal
documents. This paper describes a method for auto-
matically extracting translation patterns for legal doc-
ument translation by using legal documents and their
translated documents. The proposed method extracts
translation patterns with Japanese bunsetsu-level units
from legal sentences and the translated sentences that
are properly aligned with each other. The proposed
method utilizes three indexes for pattern extraction:
bilingual dictionaries, statistical co-occurrence infor-
mation on the parallel corpus, and syntactic informa-
tion based on dependency grammar. We have extracted
translation patterns from the Japanese Civil Code and
its translation. The result has provided 80.5% preci-
sion and 49.1% recall, and the extracted translation
patterns will be useful for translating legal documents
and helping to construct a Japanese-English legal dic-
tionary.

Keywords: translation pattern, legal document, bilin-
gual corpus, dictionary, statistical alignment, depen-
dency structure.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the multilingualization of Japanese le-
gal documents, which include laws and judicial prece-
dents, has been desirable to promote the international-
ization of the society. Since we need the knowledge
not only of both languages, but also of legal opera-
tions, while translating legal documents, the task is not

easy for non-specialists. Besides, large quantities of
legal documents are expected to be translated. This
makes it desirable to improve multilingualization sup-
port systems, which include electronic dictionaries and
machine translation systems to reduce the cost of trans-
lation.

In order to accurately translate legal documents
by hand or to realize high-quality machine translation,
high-quality bilingual dictionaries are necessary. Al-
though large-scale electronic dictionaries have been
compiled in recent years [5], they are not necessar-
ily adequate due to the necessity for domain-specific
bilingual dictionaries for legal documents.

On the other hand, in recent years, several methods
for automatic extraction of translation patterns from
bilingual corpora have been proposed as developing
NLP technologies (for example, [1, 6, 8]). Maximizing
their benefits by taking into account the characteristics
of legal documents will enable automatic extraction of
the translation patterns for legal documents, along with
a reduced development cost. Such extracted transla-
tion patterns are useful for both machine translation
and bilingual dictionary compilation.

This paper describes a method for automatic ex-
traction of translation patterns from parallel legal cor-
pora. The proposed method extracts the translation
patterns by estimatingbunsetsu-level phrase align-
ment1 based on three indexes: existing bilingual dic-
tionaries, stochastic correspondence information and
dependency structures.

We have carried out an experiment on Japanese-
English translation pattern extraction from the
Japanese Civil Code, which is one of the most rep-
resentative Japanese laws. The result has provided

1A bunsetsuis one of the linguistic units in Japanese,
and roughly corresponds to a basic phrase in English. A
bunsetsu consists of one independent word and more than
zero ancillary words.



80.5% precision and 49.1% recall on the evaluation
with 100 sentences in the Code, suggesting the pos-
sibility of support for translating legal documents and
compiling a bilingual legal-domain dictionary.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 explains characteristics of legal docu-
ments and the task of translating them. Section 3 de-
scribes the indexes for automatic extraction of trans-
lation patterns, and Section 4 gives our extraction
method. Section 5 reports on the experiment on pat-
tern extraction and provides the results.

2. LEGAL DOCUMENTS AND THE TASK
OF TRANSLATING THEM

In this section, we firstly describe the characteristics
of legal documents and the issues involved with their
translation task. Next, we explain the necessity of a
bilingual dictionary for legal translation task and auto-
matic extraction of legal translation patterns.

2.1. Legal document translation

Translating Japanese legal documents is an important
task for increasing international understanding of soci-
ety. Some problems have been experienced with trans-
lation of legal documents to date, including uneven-
ness of the translation quality and the limited use of
the translated documents in organizations. In recent
years, this fact has made it necessary for some parties
to share good-quality translations [3]. The unification
of translation patterns is essential for sharing the large-
scale translated documents2. To achieve it, we need
bilingual dictionaries whose entries include words that
relate to basic laws. It takes a lot of costs to compile
a dictionary, so automatic extraction of translation pat-
terns is required to reduce its cost.

2.2. Linguistic characteristics of legal documents

We have investigated the characteristics of legal docu-
ments using the Japanese Civil Code, which is one of
the most representative and basic laws. For the anal-
ysis, we used 2,129 sentences in this Code3. Table 1
shows the average length of sentences, the number of
different words/bi-grams, and the perplexity for mor-
phemes. The same types of data of 2,129 sentences
in Mainichi newspapers(in 1995), which is one of the
most famous newspapers in Japan, are shown in the ta-
ble for comparison. The length of a sentence is defined

2Since the selection of words in law is made very carefully, it
is also required to carefully choose the translation patterns [9].

3The Japanese Civil Code is composed of five Books: General
Provisions, Real Rights, Obligations, Relatives, and Succession.
Though Books I-III are described in literary style in the original,
we used documents that are converted to colloquial style.

Table 1: Comparison between legal documents and
newspapers

item Civil Code newspapers
average sentence length 30.0 22.5
No. of different morphemes 2000 7197
No. of different bi-grams 10460 26951
word perplexity 159.2 575.6

as the number of morphemes in it. The basic form
is adopted for the number of different morphemes/bi-
grams.

The sentences in legal documents are generally
longer than those in newspapers. On the other hand,
the number of different morphemes is only 27.8% that
in the newspapers. This supposes legal documents are
organized by some constant variation of vocabulary,
different from that of newspapers that include many
proper nouns, and it also supposes that it is useful to
compile a bilingual dictionary of words that frequently
occur in legal documents. This expectation is encour-
aged by the fact that the words used for legal docu-
ments are settled in meaning and usage [9]. Moreover,
the fact that the perplexity in the legal documents is
smaller than that in the newspapers is also encouraged
by the existence of some characteristic patterns.

3. INDEXES FOR TRANSLATION
PATTERN EXTRACTION

There exist many previous researches for translation
pattern extraction. In this section, we describe three
indexes used in the previous researches for automatic
extraction of translation patterns, based on the linguis-
tic characteristics of legal documents: existing bilin-
gual dictionaries, statistical information for calculat-
ing the measurement of whether a particular word-pair
is aligned, and the dependency structure for use in ex-
traction.

3.1. Existing dictionaries

Some large-scale bilingual dictionaries have been con-
solidated and published in recent years [5]. Bilingual
dictionaries for legal documents have also been con-
structed and marketed, although they are small-scale
and do not cover all legal terms (for example, [11]).
When extracting translation patterns from bilingual
corpora, word alignment can be inferred by looking up
bilingual dictionaries. The proposed method in this pa-
per aims for high precision and recall of the extracted
patterns in the corpus by utilizing existing bilingual
dictionaries, as seen in some preceding works(for ex-
ample, [1]).



3.2. Statistic information of corpus

Preceding researches for extraction of translation pat-
terns from parallel corpora often employ methods for
statistical inference of the alignment by occurrences of
each word in the corpus (for example, [6, 8]). The sta-
tistical methods can accurately extract translation pat-
terns that frequently occur in the corpus. Therefore
the proposed method may infer the translation patterns
that frequently occur in the legal documents but do
not exist in bilingual dictionaries. Thus the proposed
method infers translation patterns by statistical infor-
mation as well as by information from existing dictio-
naries.

In translated legal documents, few free transla-
tions and omissions can exist, since it is required that
the information on the source language is represented
equally for the properties of a legal translation as we
saw in section 2. Besides, the fact that the number of
different words is small leads us to expect that words
in legal documents occur more frequently than those in
newspapers. Thus, in the translated legal documents,
most of which are small, statistical information would
be useful for inference of word alignment, although
the corpora which include over 10,000 sentences have
been used for the stochastic word alignment methods.

3.3. Syntactic information based on dependency
structure

The proposed method utilizes dependency structure in
both source and target sentences as the syntactic in-
formation for extraction, just like existing dictionaries
and statistical information. Both Japanese and English,
each of which belongs to a different language family,
have similar dependency structures that mean the mod-
ification relation between two phrases, thus can be uti-
lized for extraction.

An example is shown in Fig. 1, which consists
of the structures of a Japanese legal sentence “Kono-
baai-ni-wa, zenjyou-no kitei-ni-yotte tokubetsu-dairi-
nin-wo sennin-shinakereba-naranai,” which is trans-
lated as “In such cases, a special representative shall
be appointed in accordance with the provisions of
the preceding Article.” In the figure, for instance,
the bunsetsu-level translation patterns “tokubetsu-
dairi-nin-wo”-“a special representative” and “sennin-
shinakereba-naranai”- “shall be appointed,” exist. Ex-
amining each sentence carefully reveals that the
Japanese bunsetsu “tokubetsu-dairi-nin-wo” depends
on “sennin-shinakereba-naranai,” and English phrase
“a special representative” also depends on “shall be ap-
pointed.” Moreover, for the translation patterns “kitei-
ni-yotte”-“in accordance with the provisions”4 and

4The sequence “in accordance with the provisions” consists of
two chunks based on the definition in this paper. We take it as one
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Figure 1: Similarity of dependency structures in
Japanese and English

“sennin-shinakereba-naranai”- “shall be appointed,”
the same is worked out on dependency structure.

Parsing tools with relatively high accuracies en-
abled by the development of recent statistical parsing
techniques have been developed and released [2, 14].
Some previous researches apply these techniques for
extracting translation patterns(for example, [1]). The
proposed method also utilizes them, and we expect that
the tools can parse with reasonable accuracy because
of the linguistically faithful structures in legal docu-
ments, although legal sentences are generally long and
contain particular legal expressions [10].

4. METHOD FOR TRANSLATION
PATTERN EXTRACTION

In this section, we propose a method for extracting
translation patterns using parallel legal corpora, con-
sidering the three indexes described in Section 3.

4.1. Outline of the method

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of the proposed method,
which extracts Japanese bunsetsu-level translation pat-
terns from a Japanese legal document and its transla-
tion in which sentences are properly aligned. The pro-
cess is as follows:

Step 1: Parse both legal sentences in bunsetsus by uti-
lizing dependency parsing tools.

Step 2: Infer word alignment according to dictionar-
ies and Dice coefficient of each word-pair. If the
alignment has ambiguities, disambiguate them.

Step 3: Infer bunsetsu-level alignment based on the
disambiguated word alignment.

Step 4: Infer the bunsetsu alignment that is not ac-
quired by the word alignment, based on the de-
pendency structure of both languages and the ac-
quired bunsetsu alignment.

chunk for simplification in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Configuration of the proposed method

We describe these steps in detail in the remainder
of this section.

4.2. Dependency parsing with bunsetsu level

The proposed method acquires bunsetsu-level depen-
dency structures using parsing tools. Since the trans-
lation pattern extraction is based on the Japanese
bunsetsu-level chunks, Japanese sentences are seg-
mented into bunsetsus. English sentences are also
adjusted with bunsetsu-like chunks using some rules
based on parts-of-speech and base NP, as well as de-
pendency analysis.

4.3. Inference of word correspondences

4.3.1. Inference of word alignment by dictionaries

The proposed method infers word-level alignment, be-
fore the inference of bunsetsu-level alignment. At
first, the word correspondences inferred as words for
translation are generated by looking up the relevant
words in bilingual dictionaries. Both the surface and
basic forms are adopted for the search, and word se-
quences bounded to five morphemes/words are also
looked up. The word correspondence for a sequence
is dealt with as one correspondence. A Japanese col-
location “houtei dairi nin,” for example, is composed
of three morphemes “houtei,” “dairi” and “nin,” so
“houtei dairi,” “dairi nin” and “houtei dairi nin” are
also targets to look up in addition to each morpheme.

Function words are not targets to look up; the am-
biguities of word correspondences are increased be-
cause the same function words generally exist in the
same sentence.

4.3.2. Inference of word alignment by statistical infor-
mation

There exist many and sophisticated ways to infer word
alignment in bilingual corpus(for example, [4, 12]).
For simplification of inference, the extraction method
we adopted in this paper treats the Dice coefficient as
statistical information, which is one of the simplest
ways for deciding whether the word-pairs are aligned.
It stands for the ratio of co-occurrences of word-pairs
and independent occurrences of each word in the cor-
pus, and is based on the assumption that the higher
this value, the higher the possibility that the word-pair
has aligned. The Dice coefficientDice(wj , we) can be
calculated as follows:

Dice(wj , we) =
2 · fje

(fj + fe)
, (1)

wherefj is the frequency of the Japanese wordwj , and
fe is the frequency of the English wordwe, andfje is
the frequency ofwj andwe that occur on the aligned
sentences.

The proposed method acquires word correspon-
dences by inferring that word-pairs with a Dice coeffi-
cient above a fixed threshold are aligned.

4.3.3. Disambiguation of word correspondences

Word correspondences might have ambiguities in sit-
uations where the same word exists more than once
in a sentence or some word-pairs for one word have
higher Dice coefficient than a fixed threshold. The
disambiguation algorithm in the proposed method is
based on Aramaki’s method [1]. This method supposes
that some correspondences exist in the neighborhood
of a correspondence where word correspondences are
given in the aligned sentences.

The proposed method disambiguates word corre-
spondences using the number of correspondences in
the neighborhood of the ambiguous correspondence,
based on the above assumption. We define the neigh-
borhood as the following and preceding two bunset-
sus of the indicated bunsetsu. The disambiguation
method selects the word correspondence that has the
most word correspondences in the neighborhood and
rejects the others. Fig. 3 shows an example of an
ambiguity in two correspondences, “shadan”-“Bodies”
and “houjin”-“Bodies”. The number of word corre-
spondences in the neighborhood of “shadan”-“Bodies”
is one; the only correspondence “mokuteki”-“object,”
exists as shown in Fig. 3(a). On the other hand,
the one in the neighborhood of “houjin”-“Bodies”
is zero; there are no word correspondences in the
neighborhood, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Then, the
word correspondence “shadan”-“Bodies” is selected
and “houjin”-“Bodies” is rejected.
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Figure 3: Disambiguation of word correspondences

4.4. Inference of bunsetsu correspondences

Bunsetsu correspondences are inferred based on the
word correspondences inferred by dictionaries and sta-
tistical information. The inference includes two steps:
(1) generation of translation pattern candidates, (2) se-
lection of the candidates.

4.4.1. Generation of translation pattern candidates

Bunsetsu-level correspondence candidates are gener-
ated based on the inferred word correspondences.

Japanese bunsetsus and English bunsetsu-level
phrases that include word correspondences are in-
ferred as candidates for bunsetsu-level correspon-
dence. When a bunsetsu has some word correspon-
dences in more than one bunsetsu in the other lan-
guage, they are also generated as candidates. Fig. 4
shows an example for generating candidates. In the
figure, for a Japanese bunsetsu “yon-bun-no-san-ijyou-
no” and two English phrases “of three quarters” and
“or more,” three word correspondences “yon-bun-no”-
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Figure 4: Generation of candidates based on word cor-
respondence

“quarter,” “san”-“three” and “ijyou”-“more” are in-
ferred. In such a case, “of three quarters or more” is
a candidate of correspondence for “yon-bun-no-san-
ijyou-no” as well as “of three quarters” and “or more”.

4.4.2. Selection of candidates

Bunsetsu-level correspondences are selected by a mea-
sure of the ratio of content words included in word cor-
respondences. The measurement of equivalencyE is
defined as follows:

E =
C(included word)

C(Jcontentword) + C(Econtentword)
, (2)

whereC(included word) is the number of words in-
cluded in the word alignment,C(Jcontentword) is
the number of Japanese content words in the candi-
dates, andC(Econtentword) is the number of En-
glish content words. The method selects the candidate
that has the highest measurement, and rejects the other
candidates including the selected bunsetsu.

Fig. 5 shows correspondence selection in some
candidates. The candidate that has the maximumE
is the correspondence “yon-bun no san ijyou no”-“of
three quarters or more,” which has three word corre-
spondences, thusE = (3 + 3)/(3 + 3) = 1, and this
correspondence is selected, whereas the others are re-
jected.

4.5. Correspondence inference by syntactic infor-
mation

Some bunsetsus that have not yet been inferred as
correspondences are extracted as translation patterns,
using dependency structure and bunsetsu correspon-
dences inferred by word correspondences. The pro-
posed method uses five heuristic rules for legal sen-
tences to extract new correspondences or combines
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bunsetsus with existing correspondences. The pro-
posed method aims to extract translation patterns with
high precision, using both syntactic information and
the already-extracted correspondences.

Rules 1, 2 and 3 extract new correspondences be-
tween bunsetsus, whereas rules 4 and 5 combine bun-
setsu with existing correspondences. Details of the
rules and illustrated figures are as follows:

Rule 1: When dependents of each candidate bunsetsu
are inferred as correspondences, and at least one
correspondence that depends on each candidate
bunsetsu is inferred (Fig. 6(a)).

Rule 2: When both candidate bunsetsus are the roots
of sentences and at least one correspondence
that depends on each candidate bunsetsu is in-
ferred (Fig. 6(b)).

Rule 3: When dependents of each candidate bunsetsu
are inferred as correspondences, and the other
bunsetsus that depend on the same bunsetsu as
the candidate have already been inferred as cor-
respondences (Fig. 6(c)).

Rule 4: When the dependent of the candidate and a
bunsetsu that depends on the candidate are in-
ferred as correspondences, and these correspon-
dences have a dependency relation, combine the
candidate with either correspondence. The se-
lection is based on the two measurements of
equivalency, as shown in section 4.6.2. (Fig.
6(d)).

Rule 5: When the root bunsetsu in a sentence and a
non-root bunsetsu in another are inferred as a
correspondence, and the non-head bunsetsu and
the root bunsetsu in the other have a dependency
relation, combine the non-root with root bun-
setsu (Fig. 6(e)).

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Conditions

We performed translation pattern extraction experi-
ments using the Civil Code, which is one of the
most representative laws in the system of Japanese
law. In these experiments, we utilized 1994 aligned
Japanese/English sentences that can be prepared and
translated, for the Dice coefficient. The threshold for
the Dice coefficient was decided according to a pre-
experiment and set as 0.6, a score that can maintain
the precision of the extracted patterns.

The dictionaries we used for word correspon-
dences were EDR bilingual dictionaries [5], which
features approximately 360,000 entries for Japanese-
English and about 290,000 entries for English-
Japanese, and a bilingual dictionary for business and
legal terms by Inter Press [11], which contains about
30,000 entries for both Japanese-English and English-
Japanese.

For the Japanese dependency analysis, we used a
Japanese morphological analyzer ChaSen [15], a mul-
tipurpose chunker Yamcha [13] and a Japanese depen-
dency analyzer Cabocha [14]. Cabocha has a 91% de-
pendency accuracy for newspapers.

For English, after chunking with Japanese
bunsetsu-like chunks, we calculate dependency rela-
tion between the chunks. These processes have been
performed based on the phrase structures of sentences
generated by Charniak’s parser [2]. Charniak’s parser
has 90.1% of label precision/recall. The proposed
method calculates English dependency structures from
phrase structures by determining the head child in each



Table 2: Experimental results

item precision (%) recall (%)
proposed method 80.5(43.5) 49.1(26.5)
dictionaries+syntax 79.5(43.4) 48.0(26.1)
dictionaries+statistics 80.7(42.0) 46.3(23.7)
dictionaries 80.2(43.1) 44.9(23.7)
statistics 83.5(52.2) 16.6(10.2)

CFG rewriting rule [7]. For chunking English sen-
tences, we adopt Yamamoto’s method[6].

5.2. Results

We evaluated the precision and recall of extracted
translation patterns with 100 sentences, which were
manually aligned by bunsetsu-level. Table 2 shows
the experimental results. In this paper, we define
that a correct answer is the one that completely or
partly matches with one correspondence that is man-
ually aligned. This definition takes into considera-
tion of manual modification. Parenthesized numbers
in the table are the recall and precision based on the
complete matches. Precision is defined as the ratio of
extracted translation patterns that are included in the
correct correspondences, while recall is defined as the
ratio of the correct correspondence that matches the
extracted translation patterns. The words “dictionar-
ies+syntax/statistics” mean, in this result, that the re-
sults of the experiment using existing dictionaries and
syntactic/statistical information, but not using statisti-
cal/syntactic information, respectively. The word “dic-
tionaries” means that extraction has been done only
via looking up dictionaries, and the word “statistics”
means that looking up was performed only with the
Dice coefficient.

The precision of the proposed method is better than
those of other related researches, and the recall for
higher than that obtained by other statistical extraction
methods [1, 6, 8]. Moreover, the use of statistical and
syntactic information caused a 4.2% increase of recall
for dictionaries only, retaining its high precision.

In the case that translation patterns are extracted
with only statistical information, inference of corre-
spondences can be done with relatively high precision,
although its recall is lower. This result suggests that
the Dice coefficient has a beneficial effort regardless
of the small corpus and its simple inference method.
Besides, the statistical information gives an increase
of 1.4% in recall in comparison with extraction with
only dictionaries.

Using the five rules based on dependency structure,
a rise of 2.8% recall has been achieved with similar
high precision, in the case that bunsetsu-level align-

Table 3: Examples of extracted patterns

Japanese legal term Its translation

koukyou-no (fukushi-ni) to the public welfare
kono houritsu-wa this Code
kaisyaku-shi-nakereba-naranaishall be construed
hani-nai-de within the scope

Table 4: Extraction by each dictionary

item precision (%) recall (%)
both 80.2 44.9
EDR[5] 78.2 38.8
Inter Press[11] 81.2 36.7

ment is given with about 80% precision and 45% re-
call.

Examples of extracted patterns are shown in Ta-
ble 3. The proposed method can acquire the patterns
that have several bunsetsus/basic phrases, as shown an
example “kono houritsu-wa” and “this Code,” which
has two bunsetsus in the Japanese pattern. Besides,
relatively longer translation patterns are acquired al-
though each words exist in dictionaries, as shown in
the example “hani-nai-de” and “within the scope.” In
this pattern, “han’i-nai-de”-“within the scope” doesn’t
exist in the dictionaries, although “han’i”-“scope” and
“nai”-“within” exist as translation words in EDR dic-
tionary5.

5.3. Relation between two dictionaries

To investigate each dictionary’s capabilities, we ex-
tracted translation patterns using only one dictionary.
Table 4 shows the results.

Each of dictionary has almost the same contribu-
tion in this extraction, although EDR dictionaries have
higher recall and Inter Press dictionary has higher pre-
cision.

5.4. Evaluation for disambiguation algorithm

To evaluate the disambiguation algorithm of word cor-
respondences adopted by the proposed method, we
compared this method with random choice in selecting
ambiguous alignment. Figure 5 shows the precision
and recall, where they use the Dice coefficient and the
dictionaries, disambiguation algorithm in each condi-
tion.

As shown in the table, 3.3% higher precision and
0.5% higher recall is achieved by utilizing disambigua-

5The proposed method infers a word correspondence “nai”-
“within” based on looking up “nai,” although doesn’t looking up
“within” because it is a function word.



Table 5: Evaluation of disambiguation method

item precision(%) recall(%)
neighborhood:1 80.4 46.8
neighborhood:2 80.7 46.3
neighborhood:3 79.9 46.1
random choice 77.4 45.8

tion algorithm.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described a method for au-
tomatic extraction of translation patterns from paral-
lel legal corpora. For the indexes of extraction, we
utilized bilingual dictionaries, the Dice coefficient in
a corpus, and syntactic information based on depen-
dency structure, concerning the characteristics of le-
gal documents and their translation. Using existing
bilingual dictionaries and parsing tools, we extracted
translation patterns with high recall, while maintain-
ing high precision. By manually modifying the ac-
quired patterns, they become useful for legal transla-
tion tasks. The proposed method has utilized the Dice
coefficient and the rules applied rather infrequently
for dependency structures, thus future work will make
more practical use of statistical and syntactic informa-
tion. We also plan to compile a dictionary for legal
translation.
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